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Subject: Final Rulemaking—Chapter 78a. E.P.P. Standards at Oil/Gas Well
Sites.

Gentlemen:

I am hopeful the new Governor and his aides will be successful in
passing standards that will protect the general population of the State in
those areas where Oil & Gas are drilling has been taking place.

I own woodland acreage in Mehoopany Township, Wyoming County and
reside in downtown Tunkhannock, PA. There are three operating Compressor
Stations within several miles of my unleased acreage. During regular blow-
downs, and occasional emergencies, the noise level there is like standing at
the end of the runway next to a 747 aircraft during take-off. How far from
your bedroom, or a sickroom, would you want those Compressor Stations
located? I’d recommend at least one mile.

If a gas well pad is ever placed on my 234 acres, I’d want it a minimum of
2,000 feet from my house or cabin. Access roads and gathering lines should
be a half-mile distant to keep down drilling, rigging & trucking noise as well
as dust problems. One successfully drilled well may mean 9 more on that
pad; the noise and dust never ends. If my residence were a school, I’d want
the pad a mile distant at minimum.

Tunkhannock lies downwind from hundreds of producing natural gas
wells. I often wake at night, wondering what gases (such as methane leaking
from well fixtures, or exhaust from 24,000 h.p of upwind methane gas-fired
compressors) I may be ingesting as I lay sleeping. Why don’t I see updated
air-quality charts published in the local paper? Who is watching this for me?
Our water company gives out purity numbers. Why dont we see similar stats
for air quality? More drilling only increases the town’s population to greater
risk.

How about regular deep sampling of Wyoming County’s water aquifers?
The risk of frackwater ultimately migrating upward through the rock strata
and soils is deemed slight, but is there any guarantee that this WON’T



someday happen? By whom and how will we be warned? With earthquakes,
now well documented in heavily drilled areas of other states, detection here
will be automatic. Minor or major, we will know and move elsewhere should
the situation become untenable. Yet, slowly poisoned by radon gas or
contaminated water from our domestic water wells, we may unknowingly drift
off....

For all the above reasons, I strongly urge that no drilling brine, water, or
fluids (and especially flow-back frackwater) be allowed to lay in any surface
ponding facility. Centralized tank storage must take the place of open-air
impoundments.

Oil & Gas companies meter their own well production. Leaseholders and
the State relay on the companies to provide truthful numbers, but no one is
checking the figures. If the State is going to tax well flow production, why
should it not employ duplicate metering tools of its own to be sure the correct
monies are collected? A new Severance tax may do away with local Impact
Fees; shouldn’t we know if we are still eligible for compensation out of vastly
increased State revenues? Wouldn’t it, as well, be proper for the leaseholder
to know the correct gross flow from his well, so he might check the accuracy
of his royalty statements?

I hope you will take my worries to heart and work on passing the proper
protective rulings for us all.

Sincerely, —

Richard A. Ide
103 Warren Street
Tunkhannock, PA.
18657-1328
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